


TESTIMONIALS FROM 

THE MASTERS OF HORROR

“THE AUTOPSY OF JANE DOE: 
Visceral horror to rival Alien and 
early Cronenberg. Watch it, but 
not alone” - @StephenKing

“André Øvredal's directing in Jane 
Doe is elegant, measured and 
effective. Beautiful pacing. Hirsch 
and Cox are both great” - @RealGDT

Guillermo del Toro 

Stephen King 
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BEST LISTS:

BEST HORROR FILM 2016

Cox and Hirsch have great familial chemistry, but it’s the surprisingly
effective stone-still performance from Olwen Catherine Kelly as the
lifeless Jane Doe that manages to steal the show. You’ll never feel the
same way about jingling bells ever again.

http://www.vulture.com/2016/12/13-best-horror-movies-of-2016.html

I’m not quite sure I’ve ever seen anything like The Autopsy of Jane Doe,
which is a horror film that quite literally peels back like a nesting
doll….Claustrophobic and brooding, Øvredal never gives the audience a
moment to breathe, suffocating them with skin-crawling sounds and
images that should leave the audience shaken to their core.

http://bloody-disgusting.com/editorials/3415487/mr-disgustings-top-horror-films-2016/

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is a morbid puzzle box, a novel new tale that
plays devilishly with our collective anxieties about death, dead bodies
and the mysteries of our own flesh and blood. It’s scary as hell, and it
earns bonus points for originality.

http://www.craveonline.com/entertainment/1171445-year-horror-killed-16-best-horror-movies-2016

Cox and Hirsch play father and son coroners who receive a mysterious
homicide victim with no apparent cause of death. As they attempt to
identify the beautiful young “Jane Doe,” they discover increasingly
bizarre clues that hold the key to her terrifying secrets.

http://horrornchill.com/lists/best-horror-movies-2016/

http://www.vulture.com/2016/12/13-best-horror-movies-of-2016.html
http://bloody-disgusting.com/editorials/3415487/mr-disgustings-top-horror-films-2016/
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It takes a long time for them to discover the truth about this dead body
and when they do, the film gets, to use the scientific expression, scary as
shit….As the two leads, Brian Cox and Emile Hirsch are nothing short of
wonderful…And most importantly, the movie never forgets that these two
are wickedly intelligent men doing a job they’re very good at.

http://www.slashfilm.com/best-horror-movies-of-2016/3/

…this is a very crafty, brisk, and efficient horror movie
from Trollhunter director André Øvredal.

https://www.thrillist.com/entertainment/nation/best-scary-horror-movies-2016

A late entry into 2016 horror but possibly the best of them all, Jane Doe is
as clever as it is disturbing. In much the same way as the banned Hostel
2 poster used our revulsion at flesh against us, Jane Doe shocks by literally
peeling the skull from the skin, delighting in every stretched fibre.

https://moviepilot.com/p/most-disturbing-scenes-horror-2016/4170100

A fascinating father-son story that falters a bit at the end, but the strong
first and second act easily make up for it.

http://filmpulse.net/adams-top-10-horror-movies-2016/
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Pairing Brian Cox and Emile Hirsch is a guaranteed good time regardless
of genre, but their presence in a horror movie automatically elevates it by
giving viewers characters with depth who we quickly come to care about.
Making the third person in the room a corpse is just icing on the cake.

https://filmschoolrejects.com/best-horror-movies-of-2016-cc68f459b675#.hoyzl591i

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is one of the most original films from that
subgenre. Filled with just the right amount of jump-scares, this film
masterfully builds on the suspense as the story unravels.

http://www.inquisitr.com/3833604/horror-movies-2016-best-horror-movies-2016/

You can probably guess from the title exactly what layers are being
peeled… What you won’t discover without watching the film is the
source of Jane’s anguish, though by the time Øvredal is done with us, you
may wish you’d never looked close enough to learn for yourself.

https://www.pastemagazine.com/articles/2016/12/the-15-best-horror-movies-of-2016.html

A delicate balance of charm, mystery and fright this character driven
psychological thriller takes place entirely in one room…

http://www.verticecine.com/best-movies-of-2016/horror-movies-2016/
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http://www.verticecine.com/best-movies-of-2016/horror-movies-2016/


KEY REVIEWS

Gruesome without being gory, "The Autopsy of Jane Doe" achieves real
scares with a minimum of special effects.

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/20/movies/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review.html?_r=1

The Autopsy of Jane Doe isn't destined to be a classic, but it's got
grotesque imagery and ideas to spare-a modern day fairytale with a
thoroughly rotten core.

http://collider.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is basically a great haunted house movie-the
house just happens to be the morgue.

http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-2016

Overall The Autopsy of Jane Doe is an unabashed success thanks to its
tightly plotted script, its confident director who knows how to maximize
tension and its willing performers who bring charm and depth to their
performances.

http://bloody-disgusting.com/indie/3407103/review-autopsy-jane-doe/

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/20/movies/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review.html?_r=1
http://collider.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/
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http://bloody-disgusting.com/indie/3407103/review-autopsy-jane-doe/
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A cut above most horror flicks

http://www.thewrap.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/

André Øvredal’s The Autopsy of Jane Doe is smart, clever, and truly
terrifying.

http://www.slashfilm.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/

You could do a lot worse than this effective little chiller from the
director of the 2010 Norwegian cult cheapie, Trollhunter.

http://ew.com/movies/2016/12/21/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-ew-review/

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is a creepy motion picture, festering with
atmosphere and frequently very frightening.

http://www.craveonline.com/entertainment/1028975-tiff-2016-review-autopsy-jane-doe-yields-
disturbing-results#/slide/1

Ovredal's first English-langauge feature makes good on the promise of
his homegrown 2011 fantasy action hit "Trollhunter.“

http://variety.com/2016/film/reviews/review-autopsy-of-jane-doe-toronto-emile-hirsch-
1201862860/

http://www.thewrap.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/
http://www.slashfilm.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/
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http://www.craveonline.com/entertainment/1028975-tiff-2016-review-autopsy-jane-doe-yields-disturbing-results#/slide/1
http://variety.com/2016/film/reviews/review-autopsy-of-jane-doe-toronto-emile-hirsch-1201862860/
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Framed with a beautiful set design and wonderful make up and gore,
there isn’t much about the film that I didn’t truly enjoy or admire. It’s
smart, and it’s quite scary. I can happily say that it was well worth getting
up early in the morning and I was wide awake by the time the screening
ended.

http://www.aintitcool.com/node/76318

If you skip The Autopsy Of Jane Doe based on the grisly promise of its
title, you will miss one of the smartest, most gripping horror movies in
recent years.

http://birthmoviesdeath.com/2016/09/24/fantastic-fest-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-is-this-years-
babadook

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is a claustrophobic, atmospheric, and an overall
scary movie that fits comfortably amongst this year’s horror best.

http://www.geeksofdoom.com/2016/12/23/movie-review-autopsy-of-jane-doe

...you come to this movie looking for thrills and peril, and you get plenty
of it, along with some terrifically gross prosthetics

http://www.forbes.com/sites/lukethompson/2017/01/06/review-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-
uncovers-a-masterful-morgue-mystery/#ae693b332582
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Dark, gory new film is almost the scariest movie ever made.

http://www.comingsoon.net/movies/reviews/769841-fantastic-fest-2016-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-
review

Featuring stellar performances from both Emile Hirsch and Brian Cox,
the film marks yet another exciting addition to André Øvredal's growing
resume.

http://www.ign.com/articles/2016/12/21/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review

Øvredal offers a more sophisticated and scarier story that pulls
audiences to the edge of their seats, then pitches them back in genuine
fright.

http://nerdist.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-delivers-sick-and-unique-thrills-review/

A genuinely intriguing and compelling gothic mystery.

http://dailydead.com/fantastic-fest-2016-review-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-is-a-
riveting-horror-fueled-mystery

http://www.comingsoon.net/movies/reviews/769841-fantastic-fest-2016-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review
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Director Andre Øvredal does a fantastic job at setting a tense, creepy
mood.

http://www.horror-movies.ca/2016/12/autopsy-jane-doe-review/

The Autopsy of Jane Doe is (for the most part) a fantastic piece of horror
filmmaking

http://horrorfreaknews.com/autopsy-jane-doe-2016-review

The Autopsy Of Jane Doe is less about scares and more about visual
storytelling, cuing small bursts of harrowing horrors meant to creep,
crawl and remain etched into your nightmares.

http://wegotthiscovered.com/movies/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-review/

An insular, creepy, disturbing and overall clever movie, The Autopsy of
Jane Doe is one hell of a supernatural thriller that boasts two excellent
leading men, plenty of disturbing imagery and a hot-as-sin leading lady
who spends the entire movie naked. What more could you ask for?

https://thehorrorclub.blogspot.com/2017/01/vod-review-autopsy-of-jane-doe-
2016.html#.WH69EVMrKpo

A campy, nasty, tremendously fun horror experience in which death
proves not the ending we might expect.

https://thefilmstage.com/reviews/lff-review-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe/
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The Autopsy of Jane Doe might be the perfect horror movie of 2016. It 
takes every trope and reference that we, the horror-loving audience are 
so familiar with, and delivers it in a familiar yet refreshing and terrifying 
way.

http://www.frightday.com/a-666-word-review-of-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe/

The ultimate murdered-mystery comes in the form of IFC Midnight’s The 
Autopsy of Jane Doe, a generous helping of realistic gore, suspense, and 
a corpse worth being wary of.

http://www.trulydisturbing.com/2017/01/10/review-autopsy-jane-doe-2016/

Fans won't be disappointed by its scares and secrets.

https://filmschoolrejects.com/the-autopsy-of-jane-doe-is-a-holiday-treat-for-horror-fans-
263bc89e1d97#.nicnpvt92

http://www.frightday.com/a-666-word-review-of-the-autopsy-of-jane-doe/
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FESTIVALS

AND AWARDS

FIRST RUNNER UP
The Grolsch People’s Choice

Midnight Madness Award

HORROR FEATURES 
Best Picture

THE AUTOPSY OF JANE DOE




